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ABSTRACT
Two major barriers to widespread US acceptance of offshore wind energy is reliability of rotor blades and the difficulty
to access for inspection and maintenance. This work presents operation and design strategies aimed to increase blade
reliability and maximize power production. Operating strategies that prolong blade life while optimizing energy output
allow for smarter maintenance planning and lower maintenance costs. Offshore plants require significant balance of
station costs associated with each turbine, leading to large rotor diameters to capture the most energy per turbine. Rotor
diameters have already approached 130 m, so this work extends that trend to 100 m blade (205 m diameter) designs. A
combined aero/structural optimization process was used to produce new 100 m blade designs. A high-fidelity analysis
method is presented to assess the local damage effects of a common damage type. The operation and design strategies
are then compared for their effect to mitigate the local damage effects.

Sandia National Laboratories is a multi-program laboratory managed and operated by Sandia Corporation, a
wholly owned subsidiary of Lockheed Martin Corporation, for the U.S. Department of Energy’s National Nuclear Security Administration under contract DE-AC0494AL85000.

et al. (Ref. 3). More conventional large turbine designs
are in the neighborhood of 125 m diameter (63 m blade
length), which is exemplified by the NREL 5 MW baseline turbine (Ref. 4).
The distance from shore creates significant operations and maintenance issues, sometimes leading to long
periods between maintenance or inspection opportunities. The Structural Health and Prognostic Management
(SHPM) project at Sandia National Laboratories attempts
to address these issues by proposing a structural health
and prognostic management system (Ref. 5). The overall
flow chart for the SHPM project is shown below in Fig.
1. So far, it is has successfully shown that blade sensor
measurements have the capability to estimate the size, nature, and location of blade damage (Refs. 6,7). Simple fatigue considerations have identified the potential to derate
the damaged turbine and significantly increase its fatigue
life. Initial operating and maintenance cost models have
been developed to predict the reduction in operating and
maintenance costs that can be achieved using a prognostic control strategy, based on probabilities of progression
from one damage state to another (Ref. 6). Here derating
defers to altering the speed/pitch controller to limit the

INTRODUCTION
Offshore wind power production is an attractive clean energy option, but there are several challenges to overcome
if offshore wind is to be a viable energy source. Offshore
plants require significant balance of station costs associated with each turbine, leading to large rotor diameters to
capture the most energy per turbine. To investigate issues
that arise with large blades, Sandia National Laboratories
produced an all-glass design for a 100 m blade (Ref. 1)
and a design utilizing carbon fiber (Ref. 2). An overview
of the 100 m blade design project is given by Griffith
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Operation and Maintenance Strategies

power production to a level lower than the normal rating
of the turbine. This work concerns the “local” effects of
damage, in terms of the opening/closing behavior of discrete damage features, early onset of buckling due to disbonded surfaces, etc. High-fidelity analysis techniques
such as finite element analysis (FEM) should be used to
evaluate these local effects of damage in order to characterize and quantify the risk of operating at a derated level
when damage is known to exist. Understanding the local behavior of common damage types will then lead to
development of operating and design strategies for more
reliable offshore wind turbine blades.

Decisions of how to operate a turbine should be made in
conjunction with an inspection and maintenance scheduling strategy. An overview of maintenance management is
given by Frangopol et al. (Ref. 9). Rangel-Ramirez and
Sorensen (Ref. 10) applied a risk-based inspection strategy from offshore oil industry to offshore wind farms,
showing that operational decisions regarding inspections
should consider turbulent wake effects of the farm as a
whole. Zhang et al. (Ref. 11) use a wake-loss model and
historical data to define an inspection model that accounts
for the wake of each turbine. This inspection model
would use weather reports when available and historical
data when necessary to make up-to-date decisions. This
way wind turbines heavily affected by the wake(s) of one
or more other turbines or whose wake affects other turbines would be shut down in favor of turbines operating
optimally. This model in particular would be an ideal
starting point for an operational strategy that includes
damage tolerance considerations. A damaged turbine
that is forecasted to be partially within the wake of another, for example, would likely remain shut down, while
a damaged turbine that is forecasted to be within a clear
inflow would then operate under a prognostic control system. Wenjin et al. (Ref. 12) proposed a predictive maintenance strategy based on modeling the blade deterioration
with Monte Carlo simulations. This is again similar to the
proposed operations strategy, except that the damage detection efforts of the SHPM project are intended to augment or replace blade deterioration models (Refs. 6, 7).
Also, high-fidelity damage tolerance analysis will be used
to justify the risk of continued operation.

Fig. 1: The SHPM multi-scale damage modeling and
simulation methodology.

BACKGROUND
A general cost-benefit analysis of offshore wind energy
is presented by Snyder and Kaiser (Ref. 8). This analysis identifies the relative cost and risk of offshore turbines
(compared with onshore) as a main barrier for acceptance
of offshore wind, and highlights the larger percentage of
operational and maintenance costs of the total offshore
cost of energy (compared with onshore). A major goal
of the SHPM project is to present operational and control
strategies for offshore wind farms that will minimize the
total cost of energy, by avoiding blade damage or mitigating blade damage growth with smart loads management.

Control System Considerations
Under “normal” operation, a wind farm is operated to
maximize power production. Modern wind turbines of 5
MW or larger are typically controlled in yaw, pitch, and
rotor angular speed to optimize their power production
capability. The yaw control is used to align the rotor with
the wind direction, while pitch and speed controls are primarily used to control aerodynamic loads and generator
performance. The rotational speed of the turbine controlled via torque control of the generator. The pitch and
speed controls of each turbine can either be used individually to maximize the power output of each individual
turbine, or in a collective sense to maximize the power
output of the wind farm as a whole (Refs. 13–15). For
this research, the NREL 5 MW baseline design (Ref. 4)
will be considered as a representative offshore turbine design with yaw, pitch, and rotor speed controls.
Under “damaged” operation, the control strategies
will be used to produce power production while alleviating loads on damaged blades. Bossanyi has studied the

The purpose of the smart loads management system is
to (a) avoid a catastrophic failure through advance warning (b) plan cheaper maintenance and (c) increase energy
capture by avoiding shutdown. The resulting strategies
will consist of decisions to shut down, operate the turbine normally, or operate potentially damaged turbines in
a safe way. The recommendation to operate damaged turbines must justify the risk of further damage to the turbine
based on the local sensitivity analysis results and the potential to increase the annual energy production (AEP).
where inspection and maintenance can be difficult. An
effective prognostic control strategy will therefore reduce
the total cost of energy by reducing O&M costs as well
as increasing power production for offshore wind farms.
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blade load reduction problem extensively (Ref. 16). One
example of individual blade control design using slidingmode control is given by Xiao et al. (Ref. 17). Pitch control is often used to mitigate vibrations of offshore platforms, including the use of individual blade pitch control
(Refs. 18–22), and structural control methods (Ref. 23).
These vibrations create fatigue damage of the foundation (Ref. 24), so are often the focus of offshore wind
turbine control design efforts. Accurate platform fatigue
analysis requires nonlinear modeling of the wave conditions (Ref. 25). In general, the structural health monitoring systems should be integrated with the operation and
controls of the wind turbine as demonstrated by Frost et
al. (Ref. 26). A good prognostic control strategy would
address all of these issues in addition to possible blade
damage, but these considerations are beyond the scope of
the current research. It is enough to say that pitch control techniques have been shown to have a wide variety
of applications to blade-load reduction.

mixity models, which are typically extracted from experimental data.
One popular energy-based method is the Virtual
Crack Closure Technique (VCCT), which is reviewed by
Krueger (Ref. 31). The VCCT essentially operates on the
assumption that as the crack opens from size a to a + da,
the internal forces at the crack tip do not change significantly. When attempting to close a crack from length
a + da to length a, the energy required will be the opened
displacements multiplied by the internal forces that resist
the closure. The main assumption of the VCCT allows
the forces at the crack tip to be used in this calculation.
Therefore, the resulting formulas for the SERR in modes
I, II, and III are, respectively,

Damage Tolerance Analysis

GI =

1
2∆a Fy (uy − ūy )

GII =

1
2∆a Fz (uz − ūz )

GIII =

1
2∆a Fx (ux − ūx )

(1)

where ui are the displacements of the upper surface and ūi
are the displacements of the lower surface. Here, y refers
to the direction perpendicular to the line of the crack in
the “opening” direction, z refers to the direction along
the line of the crack, and x refers to the direction perpendicular to the opening direction and the line of the
crack. Neglecting any pretwist of the blade or displacements, these coincide with the coordinate definitions of
the NuMAD model. This method has been recently applied to the problem of trailing edge disbonds by Eder
et al. (Ref. 32) to predict damage onset location and assess the effect of loading directions on the blade. They
concluded that Mode III is the governing Mode of fracture for this type of damage and that flapwise shear and
torsion are the most important load cases.

The study of damage tolerance is a field in and of itself,
with the damage tolerance of composites being currently
quite active. A good review of the subject is given by
Fan et al. (Ref. 27). Damage tolerance predictions may
be divided into two categories: stress-based approaches
and energy-based approaches. Stress-based approaches
are quite useful for isotropic, ductile materials, but the
anisotropic, brittle nature of composites leads to singular stress fields and damage mechanisms that are very
different from those in metallic materials. Despite this,
these techniques still give a reasonable prediction of fatigue life and therefore are useful for preliminary and
conceptual design. The onset of damage is predicted using an S-N curve and Miner’s rule; several recent Sandia
reports cover these analysis techniques quite thoroughly
(Refs. 28–30).

Design Strategies for Damage Tolerance

Energy-based methods are often preferred for prediction of damage initiation and growth in composites.
These energy-based methods involve calculation of the
Strain Energy Release Rate (SERR), which is an estimate
of the strain energy released when a crack opens from
length a to a + da and is commonly referred to by the
symbol G. Regardless of the material, the field of damage tolerance typically recognizes three distinct modes
of crack propagation, referred to as Mode I, II, and III.
Therefore, the energy-based prediction method will typically provide three values of G for each mode, denoted
GI , GII , and GIII . Fracture is assumed to occur with
energy-based methods when some combination of the G
values for each mode reaches a material-dependent parameter known as the fracture toughness Gc . The way
in which the G values are combined depends on mode-

The design of damage tolerant composite structures typically involves avoiding delamination by introducing “dispersion” into laminates and analyzing the adhesion of
various types of bonded joints. The concept of dispersion
is described by Lopes et al. (Ref. 33) and involves avoiding placing adjacent layers at the same layup angle so
that cracks will be arrested at the interface between layers. Damage tolerance is also of primary concern in the
design of adhesive joints, as illustrated by Kim, Kwon,
and Keune (Ref. 34) in their study of adhesively bonded
fuselage skins.
Damage tolerant design efforts for wind turbine blades
need to consider the loading environment as well as common damage types. For example, Schaumann et al.
(Ref. 35) use a time domain approach to consider fatigue
3

ANSYS Analysis of Strain Energy Release Rates
(SERRs)

loading from wind and waves in the design process of
offshore platform support structures. Wetzel (Ref. 36)
showed that spar caps embedded in the skin are less susceptible to spar bond failures, another example of damage tolerant structural design. Skin buckling is a primary design factor in large rotor blade design. Disbonded
surfaces typically worsen the skin buckling performance,
whether due to changing the boundary conditions (in the
case of a trailing edge disbond) or increasing the effective
panel size (in the case of a spar/skin disbond). Therefore, a blade with a higher skin buckling capacity can
be thought of as more damage tolerant in general. Concerning disbonding of adhesively bonded fuselage skins
Kim, Kwon, and Keune (Ref. 34) state “the driving force
for disbond growth following buckling initiation is the
postbuckling deformations,” so the panel buckling performance can be tied to damage tolerance for some damage
types.

The global NuMAD shell model was modified by removing the connectivity of elements adjacent to the trailing
edge, adding coincident nodes along the trailing edge,
and reconnecting the upper elements to the new coincident nodes. Then, COMBIN elements, which are essentially nonlinear springs, were used to connect the coincident nodes. The stiffness behavior of the COMBIN
elements was modified to have zero stiffnesses in the
“X” (chordwise) and “Z” (spanwise) directions and in
the positive “Y” (flapwise) directions, but a very high
stiffness in the negative “Y” direction. This approach
was verified to model the opening/closing behavior of the
disbonds. The loading at rated windspeed during normal or derated operation was calculated using WT Perf,
which is a blade-element/momentum theory solver for
wind turbines provided by the National Renewable Energy Laboratory (NREL). The distributed loading from
the WT Perf model was then applied to the ANSYS
model via the application of point loads at each external
node in the ANSYS model. The value of the point loads
was obtained by performing a least-squares regression to
determine a value of forces at each node to produce the
desired distributed forces and twisting moments. The capability to map distributed loads to the ANSYS model is
included in the NuMAD functionality (Ref. 38).

APPROACH AND RESULTS
This research will take a multi-scale analysis approach
to the problem. The Sandia National Laboratories Numerical Modeling and Design (NuMAD) tool is an opensource tool for analyzing realistic composite wind turbine blades (Ref. 37). This tool has the capability of
transforming a traditional beam and section definition of
a wind turbine model into a high-fidelity ANSYS shell
model. Since this capability is readily available to interested academic and industry parties and it produces
a high-fidelity model of the blade as a whole, this shell
modeling capability was utilized for this study as the
“global” analysis. The shell model does not have a sufficiently refined mesh near the trailing edge, which is
the area of interest of this research, so the global analysis needs to be supplemented with a “local” analysis as
well. To demonstrate the method, only the “global” analyses are shown here, but the refined “local” analysis results may be available for the presentation. The criticality
of trailing edge disbonds with respect to damage location was examined for both the NREL 5 MW (63 m radius) and the SNL 100-02 (102.5 m radius) blade designs.
Two simple derating strategies were explored using beam
analysis tools such as WT Perf and FAST/AeroDyn as
well as using the “global” shell model to determine the
capability of the strategy to mitigate local damage effects.
Then, a combined aero/structural optimization was used
to produce several new design candidates for the 100 m
blade. These candidates are compared in terms of conventional measures such as geometry, AEP, blade weight,
and stress-based fatigue damage as well as in terms of the
damage tolerance of each design in the case of a trailing
edge disbond.

The SERR was calculated from the “global” model by
using the resulting nodal forces at the crack tip and the
opened displacements of the nodes just within the crack
tip. At this time, the “global” results are not fully trusted
to be numerically accurate to the actual SERRs within the
propagation, but it is assumed that these results are sufficient for demonstrating general trends. The values of GI ,
GII , and GIII were calculated for a 2 m disbond initiating
at various points along the inner portion of the blade and
are shown in Figs. 2 – 4. In these figures and onward,
“Inboard” refers to the inboard crack tip and “Outboard”
refers to the outboard crack tip. These show that for GI
and GIII , there seem to be critical areas for each blade.
For the NREL 5 MW blade, the areas of 6 m and 8 m
were chosen as areas of interest for GIII and GI , respectively.
Potential SHPM Operation and Control Strategies
The simplest example of a load-reducing, pitch-control
method is to utilize the available pitch-control system to
control blade RPM and pitch to limit the power production to a lower level (Refs. 6, 26). For this research, the
derating was accomplished by holding the RPM constant
above the windspeed when the power production exceeds
its derated level at a 0◦ pitch setting, and then using the
4
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MW baseline design is used for the operations and control strategy evaluations as a representative of “current”
offshore blade technology. The AEP of the NREL 5
MW baseline turbine for a possible Alaska location with
a one-month shutdown, using wind data from Pryor et
al. (Ref. 39), is then shown in Table 1. The location was
chosen as a realistic representative site with an average
windspeed of ≈ 10 m/s. The additional revenue for operating at a derated level for the 12th month instead of shutting down is also given in Table 1. Figure 6 shows the
windspeed monthly variation as measured at a Baltic offshore site which has an approximate average windspeed
of 11 m/s, and Table 2 shows how the additional revenue
could vary.
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Fig. 2: Damage criticality trends for GI for the NREL 5
MW and SNL 100-02 blade at the rated windspeed.
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To evaluate the realism of such a derating strategy, derating strategy “B” was analyzed using a FAST/AeroDyn
windspeed sweep and compared to the baseline performance. Figures 7 – 8 show the speed controller and
root bending moment predictions from the two analyses. These figures show the FAST/AeroDyn implementation varies slightly from intended, as the rotor speed
was not intended to change. However, the power prediction and pitch controller performance were similar to predicted and the strategy successfully lowers the maximum
bending moment by around 25%. The difference between
these results and WT Perf predicted reduction of 50% is
due to a slight difference in the way the two loads are
defined. Therefore, the WT Perf loads were used in this
report to calculate the SERRs for the normal and derated
case.
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Fig. 3: Damage criticality trends for GII for the NREL 5
MW and SNL 100-02 blade at the rated windspeed.
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The effect of these strategies in reducing the SERRs
was also evaluated. The criticality analysis in Section
identified the 6 m and 8 m locations as areas of interest.
Therefore, these areas were analyzed for GI and GIII under the derating strategies “A” and “B.” Figure 9 and 10
show how the SERRs at the areas of interest change with
windspeed under normal and derated operation. These
figures show a behavior similar to the thrust/moment vs.
windspeed behavior (Fig. 5). The SERRs were then
summed using a probability-weighted sum (similar to the
way AEP is calculated), producing a weighted average
SERR for each operating strategy. A Rayleigh windspeed distribution with an average windspeed of 10 m/s
was used. This allowed calculation of an effective reduction in SERR due to the derating, which is shown for the
8 m disbond location in Table 3. These effective reductions could be thought of an effective decrease in damage
growth rate while operating under the derated strategy.
When results are refined with multi-scale analysis techniques and a growth law is applied, then effective reduction in damage growth rate can be predicted. These predictions will then be used to design a more comprehensive operations strategy to maximize power output while
also maintaining blade reliability.
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Fig. 4: Damage criticality trends for GIII for the NREL 5
MW and SNL 100-02 blade at the rated windspeed.
pitch controller to maintain the power production as the
windspeed increases. For the NREL 5 MW baseline turbine, a 50% derating strategy, and a Rayleigh wind profile
with average windspeed of 10 m/s, the AEP is reduced
from ≈ 2.5 × 107 kWh to ≈ 1.5 × 107 kWh. The advantage to using a simple “derating” method is that it would
only involve a change in the software of currently operating offshore turbine control systems, and therefore could
be easily retrofitted into pre-existing designs.
Two different ways to reduce service bending moments by derating were evaluated: limiting the value of
the bending moment or thrust without limiting the power
rating (derating strategy “A”), or limiting the power rating
(derating strategy “B”). Figure 5 shows an example of the
two derating strategies for the case of limiting the bending moment to 50% of its maximum value. The NREL 5
5

Table 2: Variations due to monthly windspeed variation
in possible revenue increases (using 5 c/kWh), when derating for 1 month instead of shutdown.
Level
75% (A)
75% (B)
50% (A)
50% (B)
25% (A)
25% (B)

Calm (7 m/s)
+$63,800 (+4.9%)
+$53,400 (+4.1%)
+$55,800 (+4.3%)
+$44,500 (+3.4%)
+$35,300 (+2.7%)
+$19,200 (+1.5%)

Windy (16.5 m/s)
+$140,000 (+10.7%)
+$99,100 (+7.6%)
+$131,000 (+10.0%)
+$73,800 (+5.6%)
+$96,800 (+7.4%)
+$23,900 (+1.8%)

Table 3: Reduction in averaged SERRs for 8 m disbond
location under derated operation, weighted by a Rayleigh
wind distribution with average windspeed of 10 m/s.
Fig. 5: Power production, root bending moment, rotor
thrust predictions for two derating strategies “A” and “B”
and derating level of 50%. The derating strategies are
achieved by modifying the pitch control settings as shown
in lower-right.

Derating Strategy
Reduction in GI
Reduction in GII
Reduction in GIII

Table 1: Annual revenue and revenue increases (using 5
¢/kWh) for operating at derated level for 1 month instead
of shutdown.

Annual Revenue
Derating Level
75% (A)
75% (B)
50% (A)
50% (B)
25% (A)
25% (B)

A
35%
33%
47%

B
70%
70%
63%

ducing the skin panel size, which provides an incentive
for low solidity blade designs. The solidity of the blade
can be decreased by increasing the operating tip speed
ratio and implementing higher lift airfoils. So-called flatback (FB) airfoils have high-lift properties, and the flat
trailing edge provides an ideal location for trailing edge
reinforcement. Trailing edge disbonding is a commonly
encountered damage type and such reinforcement would
improve the tolerance of blade designs to this type of
damage. So that “apples-to-apples” comparisons can be
made between the new airfoils and the baseline airfoils,
an optimized design was also produced with the baseline
set of airfoils as well. The optimization process resulted
in a Pareto front of candidates, which were then analyzed
for their performance in terms of damage tolerance. The
process indicated that weight reduction and annual energy output (AEP) increases can be achieved by increasing the optimum (design) tip speed ratio and rotor solidity, but that damage tolerance considerations may place
a limit on how high the design tip speed ratio should be
raised. This is demonstrated by comparing two optimized
designs with the DU series airfoils with two optimized
designs with FB airfoils.

Alaska Site (9.9 m/s)
$1,210,000
Additional Revenue
+$108,000 (+8.9%)
+$81,600 (+6.8%)
+$96,000 (+8.0%)
+$64,000 (+5.3%)
+$60,400 (+5.0%)
+$22,900 (+1.9%)

Fig. 6: Monthly variation in windspeed for a Baltic offshore site with a windspeed average of 11 m/s (Ref. 40).

Combined Aero/Structural Optimization A multiobjective optimization process was conducted using the
optimization tool HARP Opt, integrated with Sandia National Laboratories NuMAD toolbox and an open source
code for composite wind turbine blade structural analysis, CoBlade (Refs. 41–43). The MATLAB Genetic Algorithm is used for the optimization process, with the objective functions being AEP and blade mass. After an optimization run, a Pareto front of candidates is produced.
The selection of one particular candidate along the Pareto

Design Strategies for Damage Tolerance
The Sandia 100 m carbon blade design is used as a baseline for the reliable blade design process, as it represents
a trend in future blade designs. A significant issue in
the 100 m blade design precess was panel buckling, and
these buckling issues can worsen in the presence of damage. The buckling performance can be improved by re6

Fig. 7: Rotor speed controller performance for
NREL 5 MW baseline turbine for normal and derated operation.

Fig. 9: GI with respect to windspeed for NREL 5
MW turbine in normal/derated operation.

Fig. 8: Flapwise bending moment predictions for
NREL 5 MW baseline turbine for normal and derated operation.

Fig. 10: GIII with respect to windspeed for NREL
5 MW turbine in normal/derated operation.

front should be based on economic decisions, so the increased costs associated with blade weight, including material and manufacturing costs, should be weighed against
the potential for increased power output. However, such
a detailed economic model is often based on prior experience and in this case difficult to apply. Therefore, the two
candidates on the Pareto front were investigated in terms
of blade weight, AEP, and damage tolerance: one candidate with the same AEP as the baseline, and another at an
increased level of AEP. Therefore four candidates in total
resulted from the optimization process, two with DU airfoils and two with flat-back (FB) airfoils. The candidates
with the same AEP as the baseline will be referred to as
DU #1 and FB #1, and the increased AEP candidates are
DU #2 and FB#2.

analysis of turbulent operation at each windspeed. Then,
Miner’s rule was used to sum the fatigue damage at each
windspeed using the design windspeed profile, and the
fatigue life was calculated. An ANSYS model of each
design was created and used to calculate the buckling capacity at the maximum service loading condition. This
ANSYS model was then used to perform a damage criticality analysis (SERRs) of each design.
An overview of each design including the analysis results is given in Tables 4 – 5. The twist, chord, and
spar layers distributions of each design are summarized
in Figs. 11 – 12. Figures 13 – 15 show some details
about the aerodynamic performance of the different designs compared with the baseline. The optimized designs
each feature an increased optimal tip speed ratio (TSR),
which is demonstrated in Fig. 15 and results in a shift of
the power production to lower windspeeds. These results
highlight the tradeoff between design TSR, blade solidity, blade weight and AEP. While the “damage tolerance”

The damage tolerance analyses included a stressbased fatigue analysis based on the S-N law and Miner’s
rule. Representative material properties for the carbon
fiber, unidirectional glass, and bidirectional skin material
were used in the S-N analysis. The number of cycles and
loading magnitudes are obtained from FAST/AeroDyn
7

of the blade design in terms of the fatigue life calculation decreases with increasing TSR (decreasing solidity),
the buckling margin increases as the solidity decreases.
Therefore, the “damage tolerance” criterion would seem
to suggest a moderate increase in the design TSR with respect to the SNL 100-02 design. The fatigue life of the
FB airfoils was generally improved with respect to the
DU airfoils, especially considering that a lower number
of spar layers are used in the FB designs.

Table 4: 100 m blade design details, DU series airfoils.
Design
AEP (GWh)
Weight (kg)
Max Chord (m)
Design TSR
ECD Tip ∆ (m)
Spar Life (yr)
TE Life (yr)
Buckling

The damage criticality analysis was performed for
each design for a trailing edge disbond length of 2 m.
The resulting SERR values are given in Figs. 21 – 26.
The optimized design DU #1, which had the same AEP
and airfoil selection as the baseline design, but a greatly
increased design TSR and reduced blade solidity, was
found to have a higher peak in GI , but generally decreased values in GII and GIII . The DU #2 design, which
has a moderately increased TSR, generally has lower
SERR values. This suggests that the DU #2 design is the
most damage tolerant design with respect to this damage
type (TE disbond). The FB designs have lower GIII values, but GI and GII are higher for most of the damage
onset locations. The SERR values for the FB designs are
lower than the DU designs over the 10 – 20 m span location, which suggests that the FB airfoils could be used
over this location to improve the damage tolerance of the
baseline design.

SNL 100-02
66.7
59,043
7.59
7.35
10.97
15.3
72
2.19

DU #1
66.7
52,765
6.58
9.55
10.62
1.9
16.9
2.02

DU #2
67.3
55,588
7.37
8.45
11.28
14.7
70.9
1.92

Table 5: 100 m blade design details, FB airfoils.
Design
AEP (GWh)
Weight (kg)
Max Chord (m)
Design TSR
ECD Tip ∆ (m)
Spar Life (yr)
TE Life (yr)
Buckling

The designs were then analyzed in FAST/AeroDyn
with a “static” analysis, a simple windspeed sweep, as
well as a dynamic load case, the standard “extreme gust
with direction change” design load case. The “static” results from the windsweep analysis for the baseline and
optimized designs are shown in Figs. 16 – 17. The dynamic analysis wind profile is shown in Fig. 18 and the
performance is shown in Figs. 19 and 20. These show
a general reduction in blade loads for the #1 designs,
but a possible increase in loads with the #2 designs.
However, the SERR calculations effectively replace these
measures when evaluating the damage tolerance of each
design, and the higher loads shown in Fig. 14 for DU #2
compared with DU #1 actually corresponded with lower
SERRs. Therefore, the increased loads in Fig. 19 of the
DU #2 design with respect to the baseline or DU #1 designs do not translate to reduced damage tolerance, and
similarly the reduced loads of DU #1 do not translate
to increased damage tolerance. Dynamic analysis of the
SERRs will be required to obtain a more accurate characterization of the damage tolerance of each design.

SNL 100-02
66.7
59,043
7.59
7.35
10.97
15.3
72
2.19

FB #1
66.7
52,876
6.87
9.4
10.47
33.7
130
2.63

FB #2
67.3
55,375
7.11
8.4
11.67
8.3
50
2.57

Fig. 11: Chord and twist distributions for two 100 m designs utilizing either DU series or FB airfoils.
offshore wind turbine blades by introducing operating
and design strategies designed to mitigate the effects of
damage while continuing to produce power. Two simple derating strategies were evaluated with their potential
to increase annual energy output (AEP), compared with
shutdown, while reducing the effects of damage in terms
of strain energy release rates. These derating strategies
utilize available control systems for modern wind turbines, such as the NREL 5 MW representative model, as
a “software” change, with no changes to the “hardware”
required for implementation.
To demonstrate a damage tolerant design process, a
combined aero/structural optimization process was used
to produce several candidates for a 100 m blade. The
baseline DU series airfoils were compared with a new set
of flat-back (FB) airfoils to investigate their potential to
introduce damage tolerance. These candidates revealed
that a moderate increase in design TSR allows for a reduction in blade weight and increase in AEP, but stressbased as well as SERR-based fatigue considerations place
an upper limit on how much the design TSR should be
increased. The FB airfoils seemed to perform better than

CONCLUSIONS
One of the primary barriers to acceptance of wind energy in the US is the reliability of offshore wind systems. This work attempts to increase the reliability for
8

Fig. 12: Spar layer distributions for two 100 m
blade designs.
Fig. 16: Flapping moment predictions for 100
m blade designs from windsweep FAST/AeroDyn
analysis.

Fig. 13: Predicted power output in terms of Cp
from the four different designs.

Fig. 17: Twisting moment predictions for 100 m
blade designs from windsweep FAST/AeroDyn
analysis.

Fig. 18: Wind profile for “extreme coherent gust with
direction change” analysis. Vx is aligned with the shaft
axis and Vy is perpendicular to the shaft direction (but not
vertical).

Fig. 14: Root bending moment predictions in kN
for 100 m blade designs.

Fig. 15: Design control scheduling for 100 m
blade designs. Pitch schedule is nearly identical
for the three designs.

Fig. 19: Root bending moment (kN) time histories from
ECD analysis of competing designs.
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Fig. 20: Tip deflection time histories from “extreme coherent gust with direction change” analysis of competing
designs.
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Fig. 21: Inboard GI comparative measures
for 100 m blade designs.

the DU airfoils in terms of stress-based fatigue, but generally worse in terms of the trailing edge disbond SERRs.
However, the SERRs were lower for the FB airfoils over
the 10 – 20 m location, and the flat trailing edge is an ideal
location for additional reinforcement. If trailing edge reinforcement can be used to mitigate the SERR results for
the FB #1 design, it would satisfy all design requirements
and would be a good candidate for a new 100 m FB design.

0.3
SNL 100−02
DU #1
DU #2
FB #1
FB #2

Outboard GI

0.2

0.1

0

−0.1

This study is part of a continuing effort to explore
damage tolerant operations and design strategies. The
next step in this process will be to refine the accuracy of
the SERR results as well as consider other types of common damage, such as a spar/skin disbond. Dynamic analysis of the SERR results will give a more accurate characterization of the damage tolerance of each design. Also,
more advanced control strategies may be more effective
in reducing the SERRs, especially in dynamic events like
the “extreme gust with direction change” load case.
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Fig. 22: Outboard GI comparative measures for 100 m blade designs.
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Fig. 23: Inboard GII comparative measures
for 100 m blade designs.
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Fig. 24: Outboard GII comparative measures for 100 m blade designs.
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Fig. 25: Inboard GIII comparative measures for 100 m blade designs.
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Fig. 26: Outboard GIII comparative measures for 100 m blade designs.
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